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Ready, Set, Go 

 

Genesis 12: 1; 1 John  4: 16-18a ~  “There is no fear in love, but perfect love casts out fear . . .” 

 

 

She said, “I’m going to say “ready, set, go,” and she rocked back and forth to show me how we were going to 

jump.  She was busy adjusting my harness; I was looking down at my day glow green jumpsuit and wondering 

how I was going to remember all of her instructions:  hands on the harness, shoulder height,  kicking back, head 

up, the signal, hands out, then the chute and when, as  she said, we were going “to chat.”   

 

Another adjustment and tightening of the straps as we got onto the plane.  Then we got in and straddled one of 

the two benches, the other jumpers and flyers climbing in, sitting single file, facing forward, squeezed in close 

together as the plane revved its engines.  Then we took off.  We climbed westward, getting close to the range of 

hills, and as the tradition was explained to me previously, I joined in when the pilot yelled “Shawagunk!”  And 

the rest of us yelled back “Fly, baby fly!” 

 

I really hadn’t planned on doing this- Friday night a friend said, “I was trying to go skydiving but they’re 

booked for three weeks- who knew so many people wanted to go?”  And because it was easy to say, I said, “Oh 

I’ve thought about doing that,” to which she said, “Well I’m on the wait list, I can put you on,” and then when I 

backpedalled further about the money it would cost, she said, “I’m going to put it on  my credit card, you can 

pay me later.”  So here I was on Columbus Day morning at 8:00 on an old plane, being strapped to another 

human being, for my first tandem jump.   

 

It took a long time; it seemed, to climb to 13,500 feet.  There were final adjustments, helmets and goggles on, 

the door opened and people slid forward on the benches two by two, waddled crab like to the door and 

crouched.  I saw my friend go before me, her eyes wide.  They rocked back and forth at the door, and then she 

just . . . . Disappeared.  It was our turn.  I don’t remember that short walk, just the noise of the plane and the 

rushing wind and seeing my instructor’s hand on the side of the door, and then, “ready . . . . Set . . . . .”    

 

I never heard “go.”   

 

Just a hurtling drop.  I forgot to arch, forgot to kick back, forgot my hands, forgot to look up, forgot everything.  

I was just staring at the air below me and the ground a long way before that.  I felt my instructor kick one of my 

legs back between hers, and then she gently placed her hand on my forehead and lifted my head up so that I 

could see the horizon.  Then she clapped me twice on the shoulders, and I put my hands up and we flew, 

dropping at 110 miles an hour from 13 thousand feet to 6.  It lasted one minute.   

 

I had time to give her the thumbs up and really mean it.  It was so noisy, windy and fast there was no speaking, 

but I was thinking so cool!  And too soon she gave me the signal, I put my hands back on my harness, and then 

I felt us slow down and all of a sudden it was quiet and still.  We were sitting upright under the canopy of the 

parachute with an amazing view, that brilliant, sunny morning.  And there was indeed time to chat- pointing out 

the landmarks, learning how to brake and turn the chute.  We did a few spins, and then made our approach to 

the airport, lifted up our feet and legs and slid on our butts to a stop in a grassy wet field.   

 

As soon as we were unhooked I hugged my instructor thanks and found my friend- “Hey!  We just jumped out 

of a plane!”  After high fives with all my fellow jumpers, pictures, certificates, going to a big breakfast at the 

local diner and a few phone calls later, I was home, still euphoric- and grateful.   



 

In my Yoga teacher training, we learned the philosophy of the discipline.  One of the social and ethical 

disciplines that guide a practice is called Ishvara-pranidhana,” which, in Sanskrit, means, “surrendering your 

actions to God.”  In other words letting go—of the results and your own ideas of what should be.  There is 

nothing like leaping into thin air to really understand surrender.  Even with someone saying, “Ready, set, go” - I 

wasn’t ready, and probably would never have been without that push. 

  

Setting out.  We all get to do it at some point.  Most likely multiple times.  It can be exciting.  And scary.  

Abram (he doesn’t get his full “true” name until later) gets his marching orders, and a promise, and that’s it.  He 

was seventy five, according to the text.  What on earth possessed him? I wonder.  Was it that promise?  Faith? 

New land? An unacountable stirring of the heart?  What makes us set out, leap, change direction, go?  We each 

could answer differently, and all be correct. 

 

This is like the leap of faith we take when we begin, or begin to deepen, our spiritual journey.  When we begin a 

relationship with the Divine, with God, or with the Sacred Breath or the Heart of the Universe or the Mystery of 

All That Is- however you define God, it is a definite leap.  And I think it happens not just at the beginning, but 

all along the way.  We take one leap, then another, then another. 

 

When I told my friend Lin about the jump, I thought she’s appreciate it, being a pilot herself and running a 

flight school for so many years.  She said, “You jumped?”  “Out of a perfectly good airplane?” 

 

Some of us feel we’re doing just fine without that leap, thank you very much.  But life has a way of giving us a 

push when we’re least expecting it.  Sometimes, a leap of faith is a response to loss, or pain.  Sometimes we 

take a leap of faith when there is no where else to go.  Sometimes a leap of faith is taken when our own 

resources have run dry.  Sometimes that leap is done out of gratitude, or a yearning for deeper meaning, or a 

response to mystery, or great love. 

 

And that leap requires letting go.  I refused to darken the door of any religious institution for years because, 

although I grew up in a religious household, what I was told about God did not jibe with my experience.  What I 

was told about God was skewed information, and frankly, bad theology.  By well-intentioned, well-meaning 

people. Who were seeking, themselves.   But I had a lot of unlearning to do- a lot of prejudices to overcome, 

and a lot of letting go of my old ideas which did not serve me anymore, so that I could begin to develop a 

relationship with God that I could trust, and yes, surrender to.  Not that I still don’t have those frequent 

conversations.  At every leap, with lots of discernment with other people, with every new direction- I feel the 

thin air under me and have to be reminded to look up- or out. “Seminary- are you kidding?”  Church pastor?  

Yoga teacher? Leave a steady paycheck to follow God’s call?  Again?  My prayer was, and sometimes still is, “  

Really?” 

 

Taking a leap of faith is not always so dramatic in our lives.  We take many, many small leaps in addition to 

those big ones.  Sometimes a leap of faith is looking into someone’s eyes and telling the truth about how you 

feel.  Sometimes a leap of faith is deciding not to react to an unchanging or frustrating relationship. Sometimes 

a leap of faith is acting in a way that is completely new to your experience.   

 

But this leap, this surrender, this Ishvara-pranidhana, is not one we take alone- we have friends- strapped to us 

or not- to give us a thumbs up or a friendly nudge or instructions or even a promise of a chat later.   

 

Ready.  Set.  Go. So simple.  So hard. 

 

The best news is, when you take a leap of faith, when you surrender, you learn in a really cool new way that 

God, the Heart of the Universe, the Mystery of All That Is, God: has got you, is as close as your next breath 

AND.  .   is really just crazy about you.  Head over heels, in love, loving. . YOU.  And when you learn that, for 

the first or second or hundredth time, you can really . .  .. fly, baby, fly. 



 

 

Amen. 

 


